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Figure 1 (left) The view of Woodbury Hill from Abberley Hill and (right) a view of Abberley Hill from the village, taken in 1932

Medieval Abberley Revealed
Background to the project
About Abberley Hills Preservation Society
Abberley Hills Preservation Society (AHPS) was first formed in response to the threat of complete destruction
of one end of Abberley Hill by aggregate quarrying at Shaver's End in the 1970s. Since then, it has expanded
to cover local heritage, fauna and flora projects. Its most recent project has been to undertake annual
breeding bird surveys in the local area and to participate in the Earth Heritage Champions project in
partnership with Herefordshire and Worcestershire Earth Heritage Trust.
The society has a local organizing committee and concentrates its efforts on short term projects. The
committee hope that, by carrying out a community research project of such scale in the locality, it shall
achieve higher profile and re-engage local people in the care and preservation of the local area.

Why this project?
AHPS were keen to address the dearth of knowledge and understanding that exists about the Medieval and
Tudor history and heritage of the Abberley village, both in the public domain and within the community as a
whole. By utilising a range of archaeological and archive research techniques, AHPS hoped to locate sites of
lost and forgotten major buildings and to establish the settlement pattern of the old village.
They wanted to build upon the discoveries made during the successfully completed recent Abberley Lives
project1, which itself was concerned with the twentieth century history of the village. Led by Abberley WI,
this earlier project was timed to coincide with the branch's 90th anniversary. The project team established
much about the timeline of housing expansion in the village from the late 19th century onwards which
provided a useful baseline for this project.
During the research process for the Abberley Lives project, several volunteers noted gaps in the earlier
history of the village, even though a history of Abberley Manor had been published in 19052. The researchers
became fascinated with the possibility that a castle existed in the village which has entirely disappeared. As
a result of this preliminary work, and increasing local interest in the early history of the village, AHPS made a
successful application to the HLF for grant funding to carry out further research: Medieval Abberley Revealed.

1

HLF project ref: YH-11-03337

2

Moillet, J.L., Abberley Manor, Worcestershire: Notes on Its History, Augustine's Oak, Churches and Families Connected
with the Parish to the Present Day (Elliot Stock, 1905)
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Figure 2 extract from John Cary's map of Worcestershire, 1787, showing the topography of Abberley and surrounding area (original
held by Worcestershire Archives & Archaeology Service)

Historical focus of the project
Medieval Abberley Revealed focused on the lost and hidden medieval heritage of Abberley , a village with a
Lea name (meaning 'clearing in woodland'), yet with a compact centre and fossilised curvilinear boundaries.
The village lies on the flanks of the Teme Valley in north west Worcestershire. The areas of interest are the
lost castle, the water mill, of which a waterfall of about 1.5m height with some stone work and a boggy area
is the only evidence that remains on the ground, and the early settlement pattern hidden by later building
around the site of the original Saxon village church and village pound.
Abberley Castle is documented in 1553 as being one of 7 castles in the county. The site is also thought to
have been used in July 1405 by Henry IV's troops during their standoff with Owen Glyndwr, who was camped
on nearby Woodbury Hill. There are no extant remains and the site of the castle is unrecorded today.
Nash, the antiquarian, in his book on Worcestershire3, cites references to a water mill existing from the mid
14th until the late 16th century, but by the 18th century it was no longer in existence. Three field names in
the village include the word 'mill'. Mill Orchard (and the nearby Mill House) are high up on the south east
end of Abberley Hill and must refer to a windmill site. Another is close to the western edge of the parish and
is probably the mill in Stockton, which is still recognisable as a mill today. Mill House Meadow in the centre
of Abberley is recorded on the tithe map but until development work for this project started, the site of the
mill was unknown and remains unrecorded.
The main part of Abberley Village is clustered around St Michael's Church and what during the development
of the project we have come to realize was probably the village pound, but although it is a conservation area,
no work has been undertaken to understand the evolution of the settlement pattern or the age of buildings
in this part of the village. In recent years, the extent of the conservation area has been significantly reduced.
In common with much of the Teme Valley, very little information about Abberley and the surrounding area is
recorded on the Worcestershire Historic Environment Network (HER). This project has allowed information
about the village to be gathered from professional and volunteer supported studies and excavations and for
this information to be added to the dataset4, thereby allowing a much more effective base line for decisions
about development that has the potential to affect the hidden heritage of the area.

3

Nash, Dr Treadway R., Collections for the History of Worcestershire (J Nichols, London, 1781)

4

Walsh, A., Hedge, R., Hurst, D., Medieval Abberley Revealed Community Archaeology Project 2014-5 (WAAS,
Worcester, 2015) HER reference: WSM66217, 66633 and 66634
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Figure 3 'Just like Time Team' - Geophysical survey of the possible Mill site, October 2014

Project delivery team
Medieval Abberley Revealed was led by Marion Evans, Chair of AHPS, Do Gannon and Lisa Walker, of AHPS,
Kate Andrew, project manager, and Sarah Crabbe, project coordinator. All live in or very near Abberley.
The community archaeology aspect of the project was led by Derek Hirst, Rob Hedge and Emma Hancox of
Worcestershire Archive and Archaeology Service.
A number of other local historians and voluntary groups in the area contributed time, research and other
support to AHPS in their hunt for evidence of the medieval village including:


ArchaeoPhysics Ltd, NTRDL, Bede Howell, Duncan James, Heather Rendall, Jane Field, Dr Nigel Baker



Abberley Village School



Great Witley HLF-funded Oral History Project (voluntary)



North Worcestershire Archaeology Group (voluntary)



Teme Valley Historical Society (voluntary)



Worcestershire Young Archaeologist Club (voluntary)

Anticipated project outcomes and outputs
At the outset of the project, AHPS hoped to achieve both a higher profile and to re-engage local people in the
care and preservation of the local area through the following outcomes:

Outcomes for people
Heritage skills
Local adults, teenagers and school children will gain skills in field walking, recording veteran trees, creating
geocaches and assisting with the geophysical surveying and excavations
Knowledge and understanding
Local residents will learn about heritage by taking part directly as volunteers or attending the events and gain
an understanding of the development of Abberley in medieval times and where the historic centre of the
village lies.
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Enjoyment, inspiration and creativity
The project will be enjoyable and inspiring for all participants and inspire a range of responses and actions.
Increased sense of wellbeing and belonging
The project will serve to change attitudes, making people, especially school pupils and their parents/carers
feel more part of their local area as a result of participating in the project.
Attitudes and values

The project will engender respect for heritage and a willingness to protect it through encouraging to get
involved and follow the correct routes to report finds.

Outcomes for heritage
Heritage will be identified and recorded
AHPS hoped to identify the sites of the water mill and castle from archival research and field work.
Whatever the findings concerning the early settlement pattern of medieval Abberley, they will be recorded
on the HER.
The heritage will be better interpreted
The project team will create interpretation panels at the sites of the features, a touring exhibition and share
findings on the Medieval Abberley pages of the Abberley Lives blog/ web site5.
The heritage will be maintained
Hopefully, once identified and their intrinsic heritage value acknowledged, sites in private ownership such as
the castle and mill, and the timber frames and cellars of private houses will then be maintained in better
condition in future.

Outputs
No of people who will be trained

200

No of volunteers who will contribute personally to the project

20

No of community digs

2

No of full-day activities in local schools

2

Figure 4 Volunteers hard at work on the Mill
Dig, Oct 2014

5

https://abberleylives.wordpress.com
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Figure 5 Young archaeologists bring their finds to the 'Ask the Expert' event, 14 March 2015

Evaluation methodology
Owing to the range of participants ages and activities, it was felt appropriate to use a range of methods to
collect information about people's experience of Medieval Abberley Revealed.
All volunteers taking part in the community archaeology activities (field walk, excavations, geophysics and
hedgerow survey) were invited to complete a detailed questionnaire (Appendix 2). 13 respondents of both
genders, aged from 9 years to 69 years completed questionnaires, representing a 12% sample of the whole
group of 109 volunteers. The evidence provided by their responses is discussed below.
Attendees at the public talks were also invited to complete questionnaires after the event. However, as the
talks all took place in the evening, concluding at around 9.30pm, attendees left swiftly because of the late
hour. Furthermore, attendees at the talks were predominantly from an older age group and expressed an
unwillingness to complete any form of questionnaire. Therefore not enough questionnaires were completed
to provide any useful evidence base.
School children and younger participants were invited either to complete questionnaires, or to write
comments on evaluation posters. These posters proved a popular means to establish a benchmark of the
children's existing knowledge and expectations.
Several children were also interviewed about their experience on film by the evaluator during the 'Ask the
Expert' event6. The films can be viewed here: https://abberleylives.wordpress.com/tag/film/
In order to gain a more in-depth insight, three members of the project team and 3 local participants were
interviewed by the evaluator, either over the phone or face to face.
The evaluator attended 5 events as an observer and interviewed numerous participants - their comments are
included in this report.

6

Blog report about 'Ask the Expert' event URL: https://abberleylives.wordpress.com/2015/03/16/ask-the-expert/
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Evaluation findings
Headline achievements

What we enjoyed most
'Discovering exciting new facts about the village in which we live'
'Chatting to people from the village that I didn't know well during the activity'
'The explanation of the dig and finds by the archaeologist'
'Cleaning the pots and stuff and I thought that the tour was very interesting'
'Finding the bits of pottery & the pipes, knee deep in mud'
'Helping wash the finds with Kate who was brilliant'
'Seeing what was found and helping to find it'
'Learning about local history first hand'
'Learning about the process.'
'Meeting new people.'

8

Figure 6 At least one child volunteer found the castle during the Medieval Fayre

Outcomes for people: children's responses
Enjoyment, inspiration & creativity
'For me, the best thing was hearing the shrieks of enjoyment from the playground during the
Mock Dig at the school'
Parents commented on how enthused their children had been by their participation in the project:
'Rob [Hedge, the community archaeologist] has enthused the kids and inspired them to do more and
look at things differently'
'my son is really keen to become an archaeologist now'
'even now my eldest daughter has to have a little root around whenever we go for a walk'

From the outset, the project team were keen to encourage participation across the generations. All pupils at
Abberley Village School were invited to attend the Launch event and to volunteer for any of the archaeology
activities.
The launch event was in the evening and, despite the 9pm finish, was attended by around 25 children, some
of whom were pupils at Abberley Village School, others of whom attended primary and secondary schools in
the county.
On launch night and during succeeding activities for children, they were invited to comment about their
experience and expectations on a range of posters. It was interesting to see that the finding of 'bones' and 'a
big castle' were considered far more exciting than 'gold' or 'treasure'.

What are you most looking forward to?
Finding bones
Find a big castle
Diging [sic]
Find important documents at the Hive
Responses on launch night, made by village children,
aged between 6 and 11 years

9

Knowledge & understanding
'the kids on the decking at the pub were pointing out the mill site to each other'

Since opportunities for children at any primary school to benefit from the hands-on learning of a local
community excavation are rare, teachers at Abberley Village School used the project as part of their pupil-led
thematic learning.
Three special activity days were hosted at the school:


the children participated in 'mock digs', learning about archaeological investigative processes



a costumed interpreter used immersive experience to introduce the children to medieval life and
history, giving them an insight into village life 500 years earlier



a professional story teller led sessions with each class

Not content with special activities at school, many children volunteered alongside their siblings, parents or
grandparents, to take part in some of the community archaeology activities, remaining enthusiastic despite
the variable weather.

Figure 7 The youngest archaeologist to attend the 'Ask the
Expert' event
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Figure 8 a young volunteer helps with the pot washing whilst Rob Hedge, Community Archaeologist from WAAS looks on

Heritage skills
One young volunteer (Charlie, aged 8) wrote a blog about the time he spent on the ‘Glebe field’ during the
week of the archaeological dig7.
'I had a great time on my visit to the Mill site.
I found some tiles with my friend Chris. I found an old piece of rock. I liked using the mattock which is
like a pick axe. One of my favourite archaeologists is called Rob he can identify old pieces of china
and rock. I might be an archaeologist when I grow up.
I am looking forward to the dig for the Castle.'

Unfortunately, owing to the timing of accessing the land, particularly farmed sites, it was not always possible
to stage week-day events during the school holidays. However, each 5 day community dig ran over onto the
Saturday and the field-walking took place during half term, which ensured that children could get involved.
The 'Ask the Expert' day was predominantly attended by children and their families, each bringing in a bag or
box full of treasures, all of which were dutifully recorded by the team from Worcestershire Archives &
Archaeology Service.
'I think it really hit home for them - what you pick up is a genuine piece of history'

Increased sense of wellbeing & belonging
Lisa Walker, one of the project organisers, highlighted how the local connections had power and resonance
for even the youngest participants:
'On the mill dig, my son and his friend [X] were extremely keen on digging the field. Later
that day, we discovered from the archive research that the field had belonged to [X's] family
in the 19th century'
The final event, the Medieval Fayre, took place in the grounds of Abberley Village School on 3 July 2015, at
the end of the school day, and was attended by many of pupils and their families, as well people from the
village. Considering the multi-generational make-up of the project participants, it seemed the most
appropriate way to celebrate the end of Medieval Abberley Revealed. Intended as a great treat for all the
participants, the entertainments included historically costumed musicians, a falconer, archery and a jester.

7

Abberley Lives website URL: https://abberleylives.wordpress.com/2014/11/06/inspiring-young-minds/
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'The Summer Fayre was another highlight. Such a lovely atmosphere. The
headmistress told me that there were much more people present from the
community than usual and she would like to do it again'
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'I’ve got a problem.
It’s not a new problem. I’ve had this problem
before, when I was a child. It kind of went away, all
by itself. This time, I have a car and I don’t have to
ask my Mum first.
Two digs with Medieval Abberley and I can’t get
enough of scrabbling about in the dirt.'
Sophie Wise, volunteer
8
BLOG: 'Confessions of an amateur archaeologist'

Outcomes for people: volunteers' responses
At the conclusion of a sample number of community archaeology events, volunteers were invited to
complete a questionnaire about their experience and learning (see Appendix 2). 13 questionnaires were
completed, representing a 12% sample of the whole group of 109 volunteers.
Their responses are incorporated here with qualitative responses from participants and project leads,
collected by the evaluator over the course of the year.
Demographics
The project drew 109 volunteers of all ages - a number roughly equivalent to 13% of the village's whole
population.9
The participant demographic was balanced, representing a roughly equal gender balance and a wide range
of ages. Many of the events were attended by family groups consisting of 2 or 3 generations, as the activities
were of a type in which everyone could participate regardless of age or ability:
How old are you?
0-12 yrs 23%

13-19 yrs 23%

20-34 yrs 0%

35-49 yrs 31%

50-69 yrs 23%

70+ yrs 0%

Are you...?
Male 38%

female 46%

did not say 15%

The bulk of respondents were local:
Do you live in Abberley?
yes 85%

no 15%

8

Abberley Lives website URL
https://abberleylives.wordpress.com/2015/04/30/confessions-of-an-amateur-archaeologist/
9

Abberley has a population of c.830 according to the 2001 census.
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Those who said that they were not from Abberley itself had come from Bewdley, Great Witley, Pensax etc ,
all of which villages and towns are within a 10 mile radius of the village.
The number of participants declaring a disability was below the national average of 25%10:
Do you have a disability?
yes 8%

no 77%

did not say 15%

Enjoyment, inspiration & creativity
For nearly every questionnaire respondent, the experience of doing any form of archaeological work was a
new one, and proved to be enjoyable.
Was this your first experience of doing some archaeology?
yes 92%

no 8%

Was your experience...
Very good 62%

good 31%

ok 8%

Several volunteers wrote short blogs for the project website in which they described their experiences of
volunteering on the project. The blogs provide evidence of their
enjoyment of the experience.
'Who would have thought that a tiny fragment of pottery, a rain
sodden ditch or the indistinguishable line (to a layman’s eyes)
of a boundary could generate such excitement. But, I promise
you, it did. Welcome to the world of Archaeology, and, more
precisely, the unearthing of medieval Abberley...
The astoundingly accurate mapping of the site that allowed us
to discover the mill dam, a wall and drain, and a boundary
line, was very impressive and bodes well for the next great
adventure that awaits us on the hill.'11
'I cannot tell you how pleased we were to find small bits of
china, glass, animal bone and small lumps of slag, each piece
would be heralded as a newly found treasure. I will never dig
the garden and discard little pieces of pottery again.'12

Participants were fascinated by the smallest of finds:
[Reaction to the prehistoric worked flint] 'That's just like the
tooth of a dinosaur!'

Even NOT finding material was a pleasant experience:
[I most enjoyed] 'the anticipation of finding something exciting
even if it didn't happen!'
Figure 9 Lisa Walker, one of the project leads,
removing turfs as part of the 'Mill' dig

10

2011 Census results, ONS website URL:
http://www.ons.gov.uk/ons/rel/census/2011-census/key-statistics-and-quick-statistics-for-local-authorities-in-the-unite
d-kingdom---part-1/stb-key-statistics-for-local-authorities-in-the-uk.html (accessed 26 Sep 2015)
11

Abberley Lives website URL: https://abberleylives.wordpress.com/2014/11/13/could-this-be-something/

12

Abberley Lives website URL: https://abberleylives.wordpress.com/2014/10/23/a-day-in-the-life-of-a-volunteer/
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ENJOYMENT LEADING TO REPEAT ENGAGEMENTS
Despite the project teams feeling that it was 'a real challenge to get people motivated[to do original
research] not to just hear the results but to be part of it', those volunteers who did take part in hands-on
activity were very enthusiastic about continuing.
The project team organised 36 contact activities and events. All volunteers were encouraged to attend as
many events as they liked.
92% of participants who completed a questionnaire were keen to volunteer for the project again.
Are you likely to volunteer again with the Medieval Abberley Revealed project?
yes 92%

maybe 8%

no 0%

Based on the timesheet returns of 81 volunteers (74% of the whole), it is possible to see that 49%
participated in more than one activity:


51% of volunteers participated at least once



33% of volunteers participated 2-9 times



9% of volunteers participated 10-19 times



6% of volunteers participated 20 or more times

This high repeat engagement rate suggests a good level of commitment from every volunteer.

Knowledge & understanding
Every questionnaire respondent indicated that they had learned something new about the village during
their engagement in the archaeological activity. A small percentage indicated that they were doubtful that
the knowledge was new to them, but this may have been due to the fact that questionnaires were
completed at the end of a session, without giving them time for reflection.
Have you learned anything new about the history of Abberley?
yes 77%

maybe 23%

no 0%

Have you learned anything new about the medieval history of Abberley?
yes 69%

maybe 31%

no 0%

When asked 'what have you learned', 46% stated that their chief knowledge development was that 'there
used to be a mill in Abberley', possibly since there is now no visible trace of its workings above ground.

Figure 10 Kate Andrew and assistants begin a test pit during the search for the Castle
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Other learning included:
'Archaeology is hard'
'The different ages of the village'
'Lots of 18th century facts'
'How to spot stone from clay'

'Well, now I have learned where the castle wasn't [reaction at the
end of the community excavation]'
'I found the talk on hedgerows to be particularly interesting as it
contained new ideas to me'
'Looking at and examining the landscape to find clues to support
past manmade buildings'

Heritage skills
'the sheer variety of the activity - when we started, I didn't think we would achieve so much,
from geophys to hedge dating'
As well as the community excavations, geophysics survey, archive research and field walks, participants were
invited to a series of evening talks in the Village Hall, either on historical topics (Owain Glyndwr's
near-invasion) or historical hedge, house and tree survey skills. The talk on historic house surveys was so
popular that it was repeated to another packed audience.
In terms of skills development, 69% identified that they had learned new technical skills.
'How to use a mattock'
'How to clean up a dig hole'
'How to wash the finds discovered - thanks Kate'
'Sieving by layers, pottery types etc'

'How to clean the finds and recognise different
materials including bones'
'How to dig a test pit and record the process
accurately'

8% responded that they had developed 'more teamwork skills' by working with other volunteers.
When asked what had been the most enjoyable aspect of their learning experience, volunteers' responses
focussed on the skills and learning they had developed or experienced:
'Finding the pipe'

'Being able to take part'

'Examining pits looking for clues'

'Discovering Abberley's medieval past'

'Digging'

'Talking to experts'

'Seeing the maps and looking at the evidence'
'Listening to the knowledge and tour by Emma - thank you. And Kate for helping us find all sorts of
things.'
'Digging a hole in the sunshine. Finding out new historical facts.'

Figure 11 All participants learned how to document their investigations and finds
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Figure 12 A dendrochronology team contributed their findings to the historic house survey in the village

Attitudes & values
'the whole thing gives you a sense of connection with the history'
It was strongly apparent that many villagers' primary motivation was to learn more about local history and
the environment than to go outside the village for other heritage experiences.
When asked what they were most looking forward to in the project, the primary motivation for 77% of the
respondents was to find out more about the medieval castle, mill and village, rather than learn more about
more general medieval, architectural or environmental history.
54% of the questionnaire respondents replied that they wanted to 'find the castle'
23% wanted to 'find out more about medieval Abberley'
8% wanted to 'learn new skills'
15% were 'not sure'
The talks series in the Village Hall and the Dig Open Days were extremely well attended, drawing more
people than the archaeological activity itself. Many contributed personal histories to the formal research.
The feedback from participants stressed how long many participants have lived in the area:
'The most recent dig I attended was on Abberley Hill. Strictly speaking we were looking for a medieval
castle. The site did seem like a good place to have a castle.
I was mildly amused when it became apparent that a number of the test pits were placed exactly in
13
the area where we defended our imaginary castle, as children, with bracken spears.'

This emphasis on people's reason for participation being because it was a local project is lent further weight
by the lack of conviction shown by respondents when asked whether their engagement in the archaeological
activity would inspire them to go on to visit other historic sites or carry out historical research of their own.
Are you planning to visit any historic buildings, museums or galleries as a result of your involvement?
Yes 31%

Maybe 38%

13

no 23%

Abberley Lives website URL
https://abberleylives.wordpress.com/2015/04/30/confessions-of-an-amateur-archaeologist/
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Are you inspired to carry out some historical research now?
yes 38%

Maybe 46%

no 8%

One respondent pointed out that her motivation to go to historic sites was unaffected because she was
'already a regular visitor of this sort of thing'

However, those who did state a desire to visit other sites, largely chose local venues:
'local one first (not sure of names) then may go to other area to look at old buildings etc'
'Hartlebury Castle [Worcestershire County Museum]'
'The Hive [in Worcester]. Other digs!'

Likewise, those who did want to do further research wanted to build their knowledge of local history, rather
than look into more generic architectural or archaeological topics:
'My parents-in-law's house'

'the mills in Abberley and in the surrounding areas'

'Abberley - my house?'

'17th & 18th century, do a spread sheet of names and places on the
[Abberley manor] court roll'

Anecdotally, there was a strong sense that this project had reinforced local participants' own sense of the
value of caring for and exploring the place in which they lived:
'We came back from Australia to live here because of history like this'

Figure 13 Volunteers experience a fine autumn day during the field walking events, Oct 2014
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Figure 14 Castle dig volunteers, still smiling despite the lack of castle, 25 Apr 2015

Increased sense of wellbeing & belonging
It cannot be denied that archaeology is largely an outdoor activity. For many of the participants, this
healthful activity in the countryside enhanced their personal sense of wellbeing and enjoyment:
[I most enjoyed] 'spending time in the open air'
[I most enjoyed] 'digging a hole in the sunshine with good company'

More to the point, respondents felt more strongly a part of the community in which they lived. Abberley is a
small village, containing a strong proportion of residents who have lived on and worked its land for several
generations. Therefore, many volunteers, upon being interviewed appeared to feel compelled to point out
that 'I'm not local, I've only lived here for [x] years'
One of the project leads said that
'Community response has surprised me - some people have been sceptical "why are they doing it?" maybe because we are upstarts (I've only been here 9 years). They have come round... '

However, once the project was rolling, it was clear that residents were ready to show their support:
'What stands out for me was the launch night and the amount of interest from the community at large.
It was a great starting point.'
'people were very happy to share the stories and knowledge they had, and even if they did not want
to do original research, they wanted to feel part of it'
'the best thing has been the engagement of the local community across a good age range - much
more than I expected to see'

So much so, that word spread beyond the village:
'It's gone beyond the parish boundaries. In the butcher's shop, three miles away, someone was talking
about our dig'
'People came forward from other villages to help us'

19

Figure 15 The commitment of local residents to complete the project activity was apparent when 6 volunteers turned out on the
wettest night in June to carry out the hedgerow survey.

When asked what they most enjoyed, some respondents stressed the social and community benefits of the
activity:
'[I have enjoyed] working with other people with a common purpose'
'meeting new people'

Despite the concerns of the project team members concerning the difficulty they felt in encouraging people
to get hands-on with the archaeology, it is clear that villagers placed great value on their chance to take part:
'My brother and I could not find the dig so feel we missed out.'
'I wish I could have gone on the field walk'

The final word goes to a local resident and member of the AHPS:
'We joined AHPS but it went dormant. This activity has revived it all and we have met a lot of
people we had never met before. It's brought us together to fight against [the proposed]
houses. I would absolutely do it again.'

Figure 16 the view from Abberley Common to the Clocktower
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Figure 17 The new interpretation panels made their debut appearance at the Medieval Fayre

Outcomes for heritage
The heritage will be identified and recorded
Report on the archaeology
Worcestershire Archives and Archaeology Service project managed the community digs, field walks and finds
recording, and have published a report of their findings:


Walsh, A., Hedge, R., Hurst, D., Medieval Abberley Revealed Community Archaeology Project 2014-5
(WAAS, Worcester, 2015)

All findings and dig sites have now been registered on the Worcestershire Historic Environment Record, refs:
WSM66217, 66633 and 66634
Building reports


Arnold, Alison, and Howard, Robert, Town Farm, The Village, Abberley, Worcestershire - Tree-ring
analysis of timber, for the Nottingham Tree-Ring Dating Laboratory (NTRDL)



James, Duncan, An Analysis of the Historic Fabric of Medieval and Post Medieval Buildings in
Abberley, Worcestershire, (Insight Historic Buildings Research)

Copies of the above reports are to be lodged at The Hive
Database records
Evidence of stone quarrying and use is recorded on the Herefordshire & Worcestershire Earth Heritage Trust
Building Stones database14

The heritage will be better interpreted
Public talks and 'Ask the Expert' event
Eight public talks and an open 'Ask the Expert' event were held in the Village Hall in order to provide
opportunities for participants and local residents to find out more about the project activity and the finds
being discovered.

14

URL: http://www.buildingstones.org.uk/
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Touring exhibition
Once the archive research and community archaeology report were completed, the project manager used
the data to create a series of portable interpretation panels which can be displayed in a range of local
venues. The exhibition has been on display in the village hall over the summer months and moved to the
village church at the end of September 2015. Combined with a similar set of panels created for the Abberley
Lives project, the village now boasts an impressive range of information resources.
Media coverage
BBC Midlands Today spent a day filming in and around the village on the day of the Medieval Fayre; the
subsequent broadcast on 5 August 2015 included footage of Rob Hedge speaking about the project and
showing finds. The film can be viewed via this link: http://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/p02yv9cw
The Kidderminster Shuttle and Teme Valley Times also featured stories about the project (see appendix 3).
Abberley's Heritage Online: https://abberleylives.wordpress.com/
Created initially to share the findings of the Abberley WI's Abberley Lives 20th century history project, the
blogsite has become the main online means of communicating the discoveries of any village heritage project.
At the outset of the project, volunteers were trained to upload blogs, films, audio and images, recording the
progress of the project team; their discoveries and personal reactions to what they did and found.
Since the project began in October 2014, the website has received:


14,201 views from 11 countries



4,695 visitors



809 new followers

The project team have uploaded numerous photographs and


40 posts about the project: https://abberleylives.wordpress.com/tag/medieval-abberley/



10 short films recording our activities: https://abberleylives.wordpress.com/tag/film/

When the project began, we also set up a twitter feed @abberleylives, through which we passed on regular
updates about the various events and activities. In addition, project participants tweeted using their own
accounts, as did the team from WAAS.
All tweets and facebook posts about the project were collected into a Storify story, for future reference:
https://abberleylives.wordpress.com/2015/09/07/medieval-abberley-our-tale-in-tweets/
Schools resource
A teacher from Abberley Village School is in the process of creating a schools learning resource which can be
shared with other primary schools in the vicinity. A Geocache has also been created.

Figure 18 This tweet by Rob Hedge about a discovery on the
Castle dig went viral and was featured on the Guardian website
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Heritage will be maintained
'The lectures were very, very interesting - but it's not the houses I find myself looking at, but the
landscape. Now I have new ideas about the landscape. I think I have found traces of the original
road to Tenbury'

Shortly before the project began, the County Council had launched its consultation for the North
Worcestershire Development Plan. Local people were very concerned about the nature of the plans that
might be imposed on the village. By learning more about their local heritage and the probable layout of the
medieval settlement, residents now feel more confident about making a case to protect the village and put
together a well-informed Neighbourhood Plan.
Now that the main project activity has ended, there is still a very positive buzz in the village. Discussion in
the village has now turned to the possibility of looking into its 16th and 17th century history...

'There is a good community spirit in the village and
a genuine interest in doing another project now'
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Appendix 1: What we did - attendance figures and events

TOTAL No OF EVENT/VOLUNTEER
ATTENDEES (inc. repeats)

1065

TOTAL No OF SCHOOL ATTENDEES (inc.
repeats)

361

TOTAL No OF EVENTS OPEN TO THE
PUBLIC
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TOTAL No OF VOLUNTEER ACTIVITIES

30

EVENTS & ACTIVITIES

TOTAL No of
ENGAGEMENTS: 1426

TOTAL No of EVENTS: 52

Open to:

ATTENDEES

Public

155

6 Oct 2014

volunteer

5

19 Sep 2014

Public/volunteer

30

8 Oct 2014

Mill Site Expert Visit

Volunteer

7

17 Oct 2014

Mill Site - Excavations (5 days)

Volunteer

50

21 - 25 Oct 2014

Public

51

25 Oct 2014

Public/volunteer

2

28 Oct 2014

Public

36

1 Nov 2014

Public/volunteer

12

28 Oct & 6 Nov 2014

EVENING TALK x 2: Worcs Archives &
Archaeology Service dig updates

Public

79

17 Nov 2014 & 17 Jun
2015

EVENING TALK x 2: Heather Rendall on Owain
Glyndwr

Public

43

8 Dec 2014 & 24 Jun
2015

EVENING TALK x 2: Duncan James on House
Surveying

Public

116

26 Jan & 20 May 2015

EVENING TALK: Jane Field on Trees &
Hedgerows

Public

40

23 Feb 2015

Volunteer

15

7-8 Mar 2015

Public/volunteer

23

14 Mar 2015

Volunteer

30

21 -25 Apr 2015

Public

32

25 Apr 2015

Launch night
Preliminary project planning meeting
Geophysical survey of the 'Mill' site

Mill Site - Open Day Site Tours (x 4)
Hive Research Day
Field Walk x 2 events
Hive Research Day (x 2)

Mill site further investigations (x 2 days)
"Ask the Expert" event
Castle site - Excavations (5 days)
Castle site - Open Day Site Tours (x 4)
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DATE

EVENING TALK: Duncan James - House Survey 2

Public

64

20 May 2015

Volunteer

25

1 Jun 2015

Public/volunteer

200

3 Jul 2015

Project Management Committee meeting (x 8)

volunteers

50

c. once a month

SCHOOLS ACTIVITIES

Open to:

Hedgerow and tree measuring test (x 4)
Medieval Fayre (direct engagements)

Archaeology day 'mock digs' led by WAAS team
Medieval Man visit (Costumed interpreter)

Abberley Village
School

Storyteller visit
Creation of Geocache and activity pack
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ATTENDEES

DATE

130

Nov 2014

130

21 May 2015

101

18 Jun 2015

Appendix 2 Evaluation questionnaire for project volunteers

Medieval Abberley revealed
Now you've started on the project, please tell us how it's going!
Was this your first experience of doing some archaeology?
Was it...?

Very Good

Good

OK

Yes

No

Poor

Very Poor

What did you most enjoy about it?
What skills have you learned?
Have you learned anything new about the history of Abberley?

Yes

Maybe

No

Have you learned anything new about the medieval history of Abberley?

Yes

Maybe

No

Yes

Maybe

No

Yes

Maybe

No

Yes

Maybe

No

What have you learned?

What's been your favourite experience so far?

Are you likely to volunteer again with the Medieval Abberley Revealed project?
What are you looking forward to most during the next phase of the project?

Are you and your family planning to visit any historic buildings, museums or
galleries as a result of your involvement?
Which ones?

Are you inspired to carry out some historical research now?
What might you research?

Your age:

0-12yrs

13-19 yrs

Are you

Male

female

20-34yrs

35-49yrs

50-69 yrs

70+ yrs

Yes

no

Do you have a disability?

Do you live in Abberley? If not, where are you from? (town or village name will do)

Thank you for helping us with the evaluation of the project.
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Appendix 3: local press coverage

By Dan Sharp, reporter, Kidderminster Shuttle
Tuesday 30 September 2014

Village society receives £50k heritage funding

HERITAGE FUNDING: Abberley Primary School pupils Emily Crabbe, Matthew Juckes, Charlie Walker, Sam Juckes and
Lucas Webb will take part in the archaeological project.

ARCHAEOLOGISTS will be descending on Abberley after the village received £50,000 of funding
from the Heritage Lottery Fund. The money will enable Abberley Hills Preservation Society to carry out a
project to understand the medieval layout of the village.
The latest project aims to build on the Abberley Lives venture, undertaken in 2011 and 2012 by the area’s
WI, which looked at life in the village in the 20th century. Marion Evans, society chairman, said: “Abberley
Lives whetted people’s appetite for local heritage. We are delighted that the Heritage Lottery Fund has
agreed to fund this project which we hope will open a window on life in the village 600 to 1,000 years ago.
We can’t wait to discover what medieval Abberley was like.”
As part of the project, which is being launched at a public meeting on Monday, October 6, at 7.30pm in the
village hall, archaeologists will be undertaking geophysical surveys, building surveys and two small scale digs.
They will attempt to date the older buildings and discover long lost features described in old documents and
books about Worcestershire.
Local people and school children will be able to get involved by helping as volunteers with the work, learning
how to excavate in a training dig and attending a series of talks and visits to see work in progress at various
sites.
Running over the next 12 months, the project will be featured in a special medieval themed fair at Abberley
Primary School’s summer fete in July 2015, providing an opportunity for the community to celebrate what
was discovered.
Reyahn King, head of Heritage Lottery Fund West Midlands, said: “This project will add to what is known
about the archaeology and the medieval history of Abberley. It will give the local community an opportunity
to become involved first hand.”
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